A partial wave decomposition has been made of the final --state ·35 system. produced in the reaction, 7'r + A V. (71-Tr Tr ) + A at 23 Gev/c and for the elements C, Al,·Cu, and Ag. For low + 37T masses, the. 1 state is dominant and its t distribution shows the expected combination of coherent and incoherent components.
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In a previous study of 311-and 51'r dissociation---the A dependence of the In performing a fit to the data, it is necessary to correct fot the separately. This sample gave the same results as the OC and 1C samples combined, giving rise to confidence that the acceptances are well understood and that the combined sample can in general be used to improve the statistics. The acceptance calculation has not been corrected for rejection of nuclear break-up events in the veto-box which surrounded the target. However, this only affects the overall normalization of the incoherent segment of the data but not its spin parity decomposition.
In order to study the mass dependence of each partial wave, the data were divided into 100 Mev mass bins and into two t' intervals,· 0 < t < 0.05
(GeV/c)2 corresponding primarily to coherent data, and 0.05 < t < 0.3 (Gev/c)2 corresponding primarily to incoherent production. The results for carbon,
showing the contributions of the important spin parity states, are given in Table   I . The similarities of the values of a found for 1+S and 2+D for a given element again reinforces an interpretation of coherent production for the 2+ state. We conclude that we have definite evidence for both coherent and incoherent production of the 2 resonance from heavy nuclei.
Previous experiments have found the energy dependence for r p 4 A2P 
